
BALL PIT HIRE 

Ball Mania Events



Who are we?
Established in 2017 we are creators of truly unique

immersive events in the UK and Europe. Our events are
bespoke and aim to encourage people to have fun in

unsual ways. We're experienced in delivering large scale,
high quality, impactful events to drive engagement and

footfall.



What we're
famous for
We hold the largest stock
of balls in Europe and
we're the UK's largest ball
pit for hire. We offer
bespoke custom ball pits
to fit any shape or size. 
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WHAT WE'RE
PASSIONATE
ABOUT
Immersive events. We can bring spaces
alive to amaze the senses. Whether it's to
bring out the child within, create truly
beautiful content or create a community art
movement we've got the knowledge and
expertise to deliver.



BRING THE FUN
We can create a ball pit to fit any
size or shape space. Our one of a
kind modular system allows us to
create a ball pit from 8m2 to well
over 100m2. Each panel is made
from lightweight aluminium and can
be banded. To keep all the balls
contained we then place a high
strength sports netting around the
sides and roof if needed. 

Modular ball pits



BE IMMERSED

Our one of a kind inflated dome is sure
to make a stament. It houses 25,000
balls and with a capacity of 8 adults at a
time there's plenty of room for fun. 
 
Size: 
Height: 4M Width: 5.5M Depth: 8.5M
Power requirements: 3 x 240v 13amp

Giant Ball Pit Dome



BE IMMERSED
Our bespoke inflated dome is sure to
grab attention. It houses 20,000 balls,
has a capacity of 10 adults at a time and
has options to add large branded
panels at the back perfect.  
 
Size: 
Height: 3.5M Width: 5M length: 7.5M
Power requirements: 3 x 240v 13amp

Ball Pit Dome



DO IT FOR THE GRAM
Our 3m x 3m Selfie Ball Pit is
perfect for snapping your next
profile pic. Using a branded
backdrop or props it's a perfect
way to raise brand awareness
or just have a bit of fun. Our
Selfie ball pit can come as a
photo booth allowing onsite
photo printing or social sharing
making it even eaiser for
customers to get the perfect
pic. 

Selfie Pit



DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT
Turn any space into a ball pit
with ball only hire. Prices start
from as little as £15 per 1000
balls. Ball can come in any
colour and can be pantone
matched.

Ball only hire



BE ONE OF A KIND

If you want to do
something a bit different
talk to us. Our creative
team can bring any space
to life in the most
brilliant and unusual ways.
Nothing is too big, small or
quirky!

Bespoke events



BRANDED BACKDROPS

Create a great photo
opportunity with a branded
back drop.

PANEL BOARD

For a larger brandable area Foamex
boards can be fixed to each panel.
Panels can go inside, outside or on
both to maximise the area.

Branding and personalisation

BRANDED BALLS

Balls can be supplied in any
colour or pantone of your choice
and can also be printed on and
embossed with logos or text.



Violet Blue Baby blue Peppermint Turquoise Green Black

Baby Pink Bright pink Pink Red Orange Yellow Brown

Grey White Clear Pearl Silver Gold Royal gold

Colours we stock



Case
studies
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S 'Working with the Ball Mania
team was a great
experience. They were
incredibly accommodating
and really added a huge
amount of value to the event'.

'Everyone loved it and the
team were so easy to work
with.'

'From the first time we called
them to right up to our event
they made the process
seamless and as easy as
possible. Nothing was too
much trouble.'

Cheryl Hill

Laura Soilleux

Sj Fallick



@ballmaniamcr @ballmaniamcr @ballmaniamcr

Let's work
together!

BALL MANIA  LTD

Moss Mill Industrial Estate
Woodbine Street East

Roachdale
OL16 5LB 

PHONE

0161 410 9858

EMAIL

hello@ballmania.com

www.ballmania.com

GET IN TOUCH


